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Abstract:

is presentation concerns a curious construction inAkanwhich is used to introduce instru-
mental arguments:

() Kofi
K.

(de


sekan
knife

no)


twaa
cut.

nam
fish

“Kofi cut fish with the knife.”

Called ‘de-serialization’ by Ossam (), this construction appears at first to be a serial verb
construction. However, morphosyntactically it behaves like a monoverbal clause, with only the
second verb capable of taking tense and aspect inflection. In addition, the entire construction is
apparently unavailable under negation, with a true SVC being substituted to express that mean-
ing.

Ossam () notes that the construction is also used to express certain causative meanings
(e.g. Kofi de adaka no si table no ho ‘Kofi put the box on the table.’), but there are at least three
other uses: A limited number of ditransitive verbs have an alternate form using de-serialization
(Kofi de buuku no maa Ama ‘Kofi gave the book to Ama.’); certain verbs allow a commitative
reading (Kofi de Ama baa school ‘Kofi brought Ama to school.’); and manner adverbials are also
possible (Kofi demrika baa school ‘Kofi came to school quickly.’).e particular readings allowed
are heavily dependent on both the main verb and the potential volitionality of the intermediate
argument.

Martin () provides an analysis which derives three out of the five readings, but at the cost
of stipulating complicated remnant movement. is presentaion uses the semantics and mor-
phosyntax of de-serialization to motivate a new analysis of serial verb constructions in Akan, in
which the first VP acts as a kind of sentential subject for the second (rather than embedding it
as in Aboh ).is analysis helps to explain both the divergent properties of de-serialization
and the typologically unusual nature of Akan SVCs in general.




